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Banking - do you have an effective Anti-Financial Crime culture? 

 

Most major betrayals within organisations – from accounting fraud to doping – 

start with a first step that crosses the line. 

 

In this opinion piece Viri Chauhan - Themis member and financial crime and 

compliance professional with 18 years of experience in anti-money laundering 

work - sets out a primer on different types of financial crime risk. 

Viri explains why awareness of ‘rationalisation’ and ‘wilful-blindness’ are as 

important as statements in annual reports about the intentions of firm’s 

leadership teams. 

 

There have been many attempts to isolate the subject of culture in banking and 

numerous proposals to improve it. From the remnants of the financial crisis to 

numerous banking scandals, voluminous reports were published that analysed in 

detail the failings and recommended suggestions to improve standards. One of the 

recommendations from the Banking Standards Review was to set up The Banking 

Standards Board (BSB), which was established in 2014 as a body to ‘promote high 

standards of behaviour and competence across UK banks and building societies. 

Since its inauguration the BSB has conducted three surveys that has provided 

valuable insights into banking culture.  The 2017/18 survey provides useful cultural 

insights from the 36, 000 responses from 25 UK banks and building societies, there 

were 750 people taking part in focus groups and interviews with 71 senior executives 

and board members. However, within the survey or the subsequent analysis there is 

no mention of creating an anti-financial crime culture, which is thought-provoking 

because many of the failings were financial crime related. Although to be fair looking 

beyond the BSB, there are not currently any notable publications that look at creating 

an anti-financial crime culture, and this includes the FCA’s recent discussion paper 

DP18/2 – Transforming Culture in Financial Services. 

 

To have a strong effective anti-financial crime culture, one needs to categorise 

financial crime risk in three broad categories: external, internal and regulatory.     

 

External financial crime risk is where a firm could be exposed to people or 

organisations that want to gain an unlawful advantage from your businesses, products 
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or services.   This could be fraudsters, hackers, organised criminal gangs and so on.  

A recent example of this is one of the biggest money laundering scandals to date that 

involved Denmark’s Danske Bank. In 2007, Danske acquired Finland’s Sampo Bank 

which enabled the establishment of Danske’s Estonian branch.  It was here where 

approximately €200 billion was moved between 2007 and 2015 from Russia, 

Azerbaijan, and Moldova, a large part of it suspected proceeds from organised crime, 

illicit drugs and tax evasion. The primary issue in this case was that non-resident 

customers had rapidly grown since the takeover of Sampo, and by 2013, €32 billion 

had flowed through this non-resident portfolio and of that €8 billion was through mirror 

trading, a legal but dubious method of moving illicit capital, a similar method to which 

Deutsche Bank were caught out and subsequently fined by the UK and US regulators 

in 2017. Criminal investigations against Danske are proceeding from the US and other 

authorities as this case unfolds.  

 

The second type of financial crime risk is internal to the organisation from employees 

and other associated parties that possibly could have most impact.  This could be 

someone who may be intentionally or unintentionally committing a financial crime, for 

example, failing to report a suspicion of money laundering, which is a criminal offence 

if the organisation is operating in the regulated sector.  The reality is the most financial 

crimes perpetrated are a combination of internal and external factors.  

 

The third category is the regulatory risk, for example failing to have adequate systems 

and controls in place to prevent financial crime. A recent example is when the FCA 

fined Canara Bank £896,100 for anti-money laundering systems failings and imposed 

a restriction preventing it from accepting deposits from new customers for 147 days. 

Canara bank is one of the largest public sector banks in India, and has offices in 

London, Hong Kong, and New York with annual revenues of over $7 billion. In an older 

case from 2015, known as the Barclay’s ‘Elephant Deal’ cost the bank £72 million in 

penalties after the FCA concluded that the bank ran the risk of being used to launder 

money or finance terrorism. It was the largest deal of its kind that Barclays’ wealth 

management operation had executed, and the names of the clients, politically exposed 

persons (PEPs) were so sensitive they were kept confidential, even inside the bank.  

There was no evidence of financial crime, Barclays were penalised because they 

circumvented their own CDD procedures to get the deal through.  

 

An anti-financial crime risk framework should address these potential exposures 

through detailed policies, procedures, systems and controls.  So, where does the anti-
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financial crime culture fit in?  Everybody in the organisation should know and have the 

confidence to report and/or act upon a suspicion of a financial crime. There should be 

safeguards and mechanisms in place to enable discussion of financial crimes and 

risks.   A useful insight from Octavius Black, CEO and co-founder of Mind Gym is 

shifting the mind-set from speaking out to speaking about, where people are more 

likely to change their behaviour when they talk openly about ethically ambiguous 

financial crime situations without feeling judged.   There is a lot of rhetoric in 

organisations, for example, ‘we have a zero tolerance to financial crime’, or a more 

specific example is when Stuart Gulliver ran HSBC, he stated in its annual reports ‘We 

have no appetite for deliberately or knowingly facilitating business that gives rise to 

illicit activity’.  Does this rhetoric ring true?  One of the areas of anti-financial crime 

culture that is sometimes overlooked is with respect to the areas of rationalisation and 

wilful blindness and it is useful to get an insight into this to understand what 

components an effective anti-financial crime culture should encompass.   

 

The rationalising of unethical actions is a known phenomenon as far back from the 

1960’s with Cressey’s fraud triangle. More recently rationalisation has been explored 

by Dr. Dan Ariely with his book The (honest) truth about dishonesty: How we lie to 

everyone including ourselves and even TV shows that demonstrate that people will 

rationalise dishonest actions if they can justify them to a higher good.  For example, in 

the Kweku Adoboli Rogue Trader case, Adoboli falsified trades to cover his losses of 

$2.3 billion, he acted dishonestly and rationalised his actions - if he recovered his 

position and made a profit, his bank he worked for, UBS would benefit.  However, 

consider this situation, if he did manage to make a profit in this scenario, would we 

see the criminal case that convicted him for fraud in 2012? Potentially not; it was 

reported in the Financial Times that ‘Adoboli maintains that others did in fact know, 

and actively encouraged his behaviour for more than two years while it was profitable’. 

 

This brings in the second element of the anti-financial crime culture paradigm – wilful 

blindness.  Margaret Heffernan has appeared on TED talks and spoken widely about 

her book Wilful Blindness - Why we ignore the obvious at our peril, where she asserts 

the busier we become chasing financial gain, the less likely we are to see clearly, work 

thoughtfully and regularly consider the interests of others; it keeps us silent too fearful 

of speaking out or criticising.  In the Barclays Elephant case, the senior management 

wanted to get the deal through and protect the confidentiality of their clients, and there 

was a potential £50m profit to be made on handling the cash.  The real question here 

was not to do with the senior managers committing a financial crime, but more to do 

with whether they would impose the appropriate CDD measures required or even 
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consider turning away the potential risky business.  Did they rationalise their actions 

to convince themselves they were doing the right thing?  At the same time, how many 

people involved in the deal remained silent?  

 

In the Danske Bank example, it was known as early as 2013 that the CEO Thomas 

Borgen was alerted to the fact that the Estonian branch was knowingly dealing with 

criminals, yet Borgen had rejected requests to scale back business in Estonia, detailed 

from minutes from a meeting in 2013. Following internal audits, the non-resident 

business was closed in 2016 and in 2018 Borgen resigned following a media 

revelations of the money laundering scandal. Again, in this example, what level of 

rationalisation was occurring at the highest level and what level of wilful blindness was 

present in the environment stopping people acting on what was clearly risky and 

potentially unethical behaviour?   

 

It's a simple notion that should put ethics before profits which could have significant 

impact in managing financial crime with an effective financial crime culture. The next 

article in this series will look at pragmatic ways to instil an anti-financial crime culture 

from looking at the FCA’s 5 Conduct Questions to surveying senior management with 

a question for the firm: ‘who has ultimate responsibility for financial crime risk in the 

organisation?’ You might be surprised to learn it is not the money laundering reporting 

officer (MLRO).   

 

Join the debate - do you have strong views on the importance of having a strong 

Financial Crime culture?  Do you have recommendations as to what works well 

in practice? We would love to hear from other Themis members.  If you would 

like to contribute an article on culture (or any other relevant topic relating to 

Financial Crime), please drop us a line at info@themisservices.co.uk. All articles 

published are the original work of our Themis members and do not represent 

our view.  We pay for any articles selected for publication. 
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